Avoid blind spots Stay Awesome

Keep looking - especially behind you

Check before you turn

SEE

Get out of the gutter

Be seen

Make eye contact with drivers

Stay away from
car doors

Use lights if it’s dark
Make it easy for others know what you
are going to do

Make sure those brakes work
Keep tyres pumped and in good
condition

Control
Cover those brakes

Wheels on the floor

Know when to take
control of your lane

Plan ahead so you can react

Look out for
others
Follow the rules
of the road

Think about others when sharing the
path - slow down and say Hi!

See

Control

Be seen

Look out
for others

Keep looking - especially behind you

You need to know what is going on around you (and you
haven’t got eyes in the back of your head)

Make eye contact with drivers

That way you know they have seen you

Check before you turn

Only move position on the road if you know it is clear

Make sure those brakes work

You need to be able to slam them if it’s an emergency

Wheels on the floor

Gives you maximum control for responding to emergencies

Keep tyres pumped and in good condition

Skids wear your tires out so they might go pop. Swap
tyres if worn

Cover those brakes

So you know where those levers are in emergencies

Avoid blind spots - Stay Awesome

Busses and trucks have poor visibility, especially
passenger side

Get out of the gutter

Traffic can see you clearer

Use lights if it’s dark

It’s the law and you can be seen

Stay away from car doors

You never know when they might open

Know when to take control of your lane

When you don’t think it’s safe for drivers to overtake you

Make it easy for others know what you are going to do

Be predictable

Plan ahead so you can react

Keep an eye out for things that might go wrong and prepare

Follow the rules of the road

They are designed so everyone gets along – even you

Think about others when sharing the path slow down and say Hi!

Let people know when you are coming and respect them

Collect your prize from the school office.

Signed By Teacher: ____________ Date: _______

 I set a good example to others
 I am polite and courteous on the way to school and on
the way home
 I know who to talk to if there is a problem
 I slow down for others
 I know where and when to do tricks and have fun
with my friends
 I have completed bikeability
 I have attended a bike mech session at the school
 I have been to a road safety talk at the school

Name: ________________________
Class: ________________________

Be a good cycling champion for the school

@sustrans
www.sustrans.org.uk/schools

Sustrans helps hundreds of thousands of young
people throughout the UK to travel actively and safely.

Enjoy the ride!

It also means respecting other people
by letting them know we are coming
and not giving them surprises.

Instead we should concentrate on what we can control.
This means looking so we are aware
of everything around us. It also means
knowing where to ride so we are most
visible to others.

If we can’t control our environment, or be able to
respond quickly to unexpected events, we should not
take risks.

This is in a safe and controlled off road
area where there is plenty of space,
not on the way to and from school,
when there is often a lot of other people
around, walking and in cars.

Doing wheelies, riding no handed and jumps are all
good skills, but it’s important to know where
and when to do them.

Cycle Safe

Ride Well

